
Creating a Sacred Space

Blessed is the Divine Creator of All That Is and in the Name of the Divine Creator of All 
That Is of Purest Love and Light, 
 We now cast a Sacred Wall of Light, individually around each of us, all our families & 
loved ones & those that important to us and all of our homes and properties, places we 
stay,  grounds, mail, mail boxes, bank accounts, all financial interactions, all our 
investments & inheritance, all internet, telephone, Skype, all correspondence, all 
equipment including but not limited to computer and printers, our Merkabas, our energy 
fields, all vehicles including those that we own, drive, rent, borrow and ride in, our work 
and office spaces and cast Sacred Walls of Light around each one protecting them 
above, below and on all sides respectively across the Whole and the All of each of our 
Sacred Spaces and all Occupants of those Sacred Spaces across the Whole and the All 
of each one permanently. Protected by everyone that needs to be here.  Protected 
inside and outside of Time, Space, Dimensions and the parallel worlds, across The 
Whole and The All, that no harm or interference may take place within the Sacred 
Space.   Protected at every possible entrance by Special Guardians that anyone 
entering the Sacred Space leave all contracts, agreements and any entities associated 
with them at the door under Guardianship, able to rejoin them when they leave.  
However, if these contracts, agreements and entities are ready to come into alignment 
with the Intention of the Divine Creator, that Special Guardians appear to assist in a 
Transformation while under Guardianship.  Protected on the outside of the Wall of Light 
with deflective mirrors.  Deflecting any spells, witchcraft or any other negative forces 
back to the originator as a boomerang effect, rendering the Sacred Space invisible to 
the lower forces.  This We Ask. So Be It and So It Is! - Amen

We want to Thank and Bless all the Divine Beings that are responsible for all the Sacred 
Spaces... for keeping them intact and sacred, and everything inside safe and secure 
within the Sacred Walls of Light inside & outside of time, space, dimension, parallel 
worlds, across the Whole, across the All.  

Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!      
So Be It and So It Is.      
Amen.


